
Expert-led
Content

Our courses are 
professionally developed 

and curated by leading 
subject experts across 

various industries, 
providing access to 

world-class insights and 
knowledge. 

Effective & Engaging
Knowledge Delivery

We offer courses and 
training content in 

multiple formats to allow 
learners to learn, practice, 

and assess their 
understanding in their 

preferred style of learning.

Novusdemia provides compliance training and learning solutions to help organisations 
equip their workforce with knowledge and tools to understand risks and maintain 

compliance for future growth.

COMPLIANCE TRAINING & LEARNING SOLUTIONS

Relevant to Industry & 
Latest Regulations

We are agile and adaptable 
to the changing needs of 

industries and clients, 
providing up-to-date 
content relevant to 
prevailing industry 

standards and regulations.
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Global Training Content Library
Consisting over 850 legal and safety compliance modules in multiple languages, we offer a library of 
ready and accessible training content that are compliant with global standards consisting of videos, case 
studies, scenario simulations, certification prep and more for a comprehensive compliance coverage. 

Corporate Training

We work closely with highly experienced subject matter experts across the Rajah & Tann Asia network 
and various industries to develop and conduct relevant and effective training courses, ranging from 
focused in-person masterclasses to asynchronous eLearning content, tailored for your training needs.

Interactive & Multimedia-Based Content Development
Our learning design team excels in applying instructional design and transforming learning content into 
high-quality interactive and multimedia-based courses. This helps to optimise the learning experience 
for enhanced knowledge comprehension and retention.

AI-Driven Learning Experience Platform

Enhance your staff’s learning journey with a smart platform that utilises AI to suggest relevant courses 
based on their role, competency level, activity and recent trends. Track training progress for each user 
and training impact in your organisation with analytic dashboards, customisable reporting and 
automated notification features for compliance and audits.

TRAINING SERVICES & LEARNING SOLUTIONS

Upgrade your workforce to the next level 
with compliance and role-based training

Your people are your greatest risk management assets. Their training and awareness 
are critical to understanding risks and maintaining compliance. Role-based training 
can provide tailored training based on their specific roles and responsibilities within 
the organisation.

We offer learning content curated into different levels to meet the needs of 
audiences from beginner to expert, catering from general to specific functions. With 
the use of our AI-driven learning experience platform, your staff will be guided on the 
competencies they require through learning, practice, and assessment.

LEARN PRACTICE ASSESS

Embark on your journey to certification
Attain recognised qualifications, demonstrating your knowledge and expertise in 
your role. In collaboration with renowned universities and accredited training 
partners, we provide masterclasses and corporate training to share expert 
insights in topics such as compliance, risk management, corporate governance 
and technology. We also offer certification preparation courses to prepare you 
for exams for certificaiton bodies such as ISACA , CompTIA+ and Project 
Management Institute. 
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